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Content

In this thesis, you will design a user experiment to compare the classical and VR-based Romberg test.
To do so, you will first research on existing work and gain thorough understanding of posturography
tests in order to design the experiment in VR, recruit participants and perform statistical analysis on the
obtained results.
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Work Packages

• Research state of the art in literature

• Design posturography tests in VR

• Conduct user experiments

• Perform statistical analysis of the results

• Written report and presentation
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Context

Redirected walking enables a user to walk in a virtual
environment larger that the real space by scaling the one-to-one
mapping between the real and virtual world (rotation, translation
and curvature) by factors called gains. The question is how high
should these gains be such that immersion is still preserved and
how these values differ for individuals. We hypothesize that a
measure of visual dependence – how much a person depends
on visual information during sensor integration could be used to
estimate these gains.

One of the established tests of visual dependence is called
Romberg’s test: users stand on a force plate with eyes fixated on
a target and eyes closed, the ratio of the their deviation of the
center of pressure (COP) in the two cases is computed. The
test, however, is not performed with a Head-Mounted-Display
and thus may not be an accurate measurement of visual
dependence in VR.

Requirements

To be considered for this thesis, you should have

• Programming skills, preferably in C#/C++ and Matlab.

• Knowledge of basic statistical analysis is a plus

• Strong communication and interpersonal skills

• Curious and eager to learn new skills


